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SPARE - Alpine rivers as society’s lifelines 

Rivers are the lifelines of sustainable development in the Alps. They provide clean 
drinking water for human use and irrigation for agriculture, they are home to a myriad of 
organisms, they provide recreation opportunities, and their power helps us to produce 
energy. Alpine streams can only provide these and other services to society if we take 
care of them, on the basis of comprehensive stream management. The SPARE 
(Strategic Planning for Alpine River Ecosystems) project aims at contributing to a further 
harmonization of human use requirements and protection needs. Nine project partners 
from six Alpine countries show how strategic approaches for the protection and 
management of streams can be improved across administrative and disciplinary borders, 
and promote awareness of the services provided by Alpine rivers, as well as their 
vulnerability. SPARE lasts from December 2015 to December 2018 and is co-financed 
by the European Regional Development Fund through the Interreg Alpine Space 
programme.  
www.alpine-space.eu/SPARE 

www.alpine-space.eu/SPARE
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Introduction 

The objective of this deliverable was to provide guidelines on monitoring & evaluation 

methods for impact assessment of technical projects, management & policy processes, and 

long term capacity for river protection. It especially provides insights on how to monitor and 

evaluate participatory processes, their contexts and their impacts. These guidelines are 

meant to be adapted locally with selected evaluators from PCSs. 
 

Background and focus 

There are two specific aspects regarding the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of 

participatory processes in the PCS:  

1. A transversal M&E which is similar for all PCSs, and answers questions like who / 

when / where some people have participated, what is the institutional context of 

participatory processes in each PCS and what are the main impacts. This work is 

jointly carried out by T1 (D.T.1.3.2), T3 (D.T. 3.2.1) and PCSs. 

 

Some M&E methods used for this transversal M&E are listed in table 1. 

 

Table 1. M&E methods implemented in each PCS 
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Data collected thanks to the methods listed in table 1 was used to fuel: 

 1 Word Report in each PCS entitled “Framing the documentation / monitoring / 

evaluation of participatory processes and of experimental activities implemented 

in each PCS (D.T.1.3.2/ D.T. 3.2.1)” 

 1 Excel file listing participatory events in each PCS 

 1 Excel file listing pilot group and representative group members in each 

PCS and their attendance to participatory events 

 1 Excel file detailing the budget used for participatory processes in each PCS 

 1 governance scheme showing the link between the participatory process and 

the institutional decision-making process in each PCS. 

 

The analysis of these elements was compiled in the final T1 report D.T1.3.2. 

 

2. In addition to this transversal M&E, PCSs could explore specific M&E questions that 

were of concern to them. Two sets of guidelines were provided by T1 for this 

endeavour: 

 A PowerPoint entitled “Monitoring & Evaluation Guidelines for PCS managers, 

facilitators and pilot groups” provided to PCS in July 2016. Part of the two T1 

trainings (in Allex July2016 and Ljubljana Sep2017) were dedicated to M&E and 

applying these guidelines to PCS cases. 

These guidelines guide PCS partners in: 

o Defining their M&E objectives 

o Identifying indicators 

o Checking feasibility 

o Selecting M&E methods 

o Implementing M&E methods (i.e. actually collecting data) 

o Analyzing the data 

o Sharing M&E results 

 

 A Word document entitled “Methodological proposals for monitoring the impacts 

of SPARE participatory processes” provided to PCS in Dec. 2017. This 

document aimed at providing possible methods for monitoring specific impacts 

such as:  

o awareness,  

o concerns and preferences,  
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o the feeling of identity or river’s attachment,  

o communication’ impact,  

o operational changes,  

o social relationships,  

o coalitions and conflicts related to river topics 

 

The present document compiles these last two guidelines. Table 2 summarizes the 

indicators that were (or were suggested to be) monitored and evaluated in the transversal 

and specific M&E, along with possible M&E methods. 

  



 

 

Table 2 Transversal M&E (common to all participatory processes) Specific M&E (adapted to each participatory process) 
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o Social-environmental issue at stake 
o Institutional decision-making process in which the PP takes place 
o Initiator of the participatory process 
o Other project carried out in the territory in parallel with SPARE 
o „usual“ participatory approach in river management and planning in the PCS 
o Other factors which influenced the participatory process on the way 
o Previous participatory processes or attempts in the PCS 
 

 

P
R

O
C

E
S

S
 

o Participatory process objectives  
o Summary of the participatory process 
o Process Manager 
o Facilitator(s) 
o Who prepared/designed/engineered the participatory process? 
o Role and composition of the Pilot group 
o Role and composition of the Representative group 
o Representativeness of the people involved in the PCS 
o Who pays for participation 
o initial expectations of participants 
o Initial Perception PCS 6 & videos 
o How innovative has the participatory process been?  
o overall budget used for the participatory process  
o Participatory tools and methods used  
 

 

IM
P

A
C

T
S

 

o Main outputs 
o Impacts on participants 
o Expectations met 
o Willingness to organize / participate in future participatory processes 
o Autonomous dynamics among participants  
o Impact on actions 
o Social scale 
o Spatial extent 

o Awareness,  
o Concerns and preferences,  
o Feeling of identity or river’s attachment,  
o Communication’ impact,  
o Operational changes,  
o Social relationships,  
o Coalitions and conflicts related to river topics 
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 Questionnaires, events monitoring, attendance lists for sessions, expectations in 

sessions, photos & videos of events, minutes of participatory events, sessions’ 
evaluation form, interviews, session observation, external evaluator analysis, 
interviews 

Questionnaires, cognitive and functional mapping, experiment, locate oneself on a 
geographical map , concepts attached to the place or river, hierarchies of 
attachments for given sets of place proposals, economic measurements, interviews 
and narratives, direct observation, direct and indirect declaration, external 
assessment and secondary impact monitoring, social network analysis, policy 
networks methods 

 
  



 

GUIDELINES FOR MONITORING AND 

EVALUATING A PARTICIPATORY PROCESS, ITS CONTEXT AND 

ITS IMPACTS 

 
This section is based on the PowerPoint entitled “Monitoring & Evaluation Guidelines for 

PCS managers, facilitators and pilot groups” provided to PCS in July 2016.  

It is part of a Massive Open Online Course developed by Irstea in the frame of the 

AgreenCamp project.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
M&E is too often considered at the end of a process or project as a tool for controlling what 

has been done. We have a different vision of M&E, as a tool used to guide a participatory 

process and collect information about: 

 the participatory process itself (number of participants, workshops frequency etc.), 

 in what context it is implemented,  

 what are its impacts … 

Several definitions of the terms “monitoring” and “evaluation” exist. Practically, the two words 

are often used indistinctly. Table 3 highlights their distinctions. 

 
Monitoring Evaluation 

Definition 

Ongoing analysis of project progress 
towards achieving planned results with 
the purpose of improving management 
decision making 

Assessment of the efficiency, impact, 
relevance and sustainability of the 
project’s actions. 

When? Ongoing 
Usually at completion, mid-term, ex-post, 
and eventually ongoing. 

Why? Check progress, take remedial action, Learn broad lessons applicable to other 
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and update plans. programs and projects. Provides 
accountability, etc. 

 
Monitoring and evaluating a participatory process is paying attention to 3 particular elements:  

 
 

 

 
These 3 elements : the process, its context and its impacts constitute the object of the M&E. 

evaluation. In these guidelines, we focus on the M&E of a participatory process (it is our 

The participatory process 
itself  
 

M&E will allow us, for instance, identifying who were the participants 
involved, what methods were used, who was mobilized and at what 
moment 

Its outputs, outcomes and 
impacts 
 

M&E will allow us to know if we are well engaged to reach our 
objectives, what effects the process had on the participants or the 
environment 
You maybe heard of environmental impacts evaluation 

Its context of 
implementation 

M&E allows us identifying the starting point, who are the different 
actors, what knowledge they have about water, what are their 
relations etc.  
It will also allow us identifying the elements from the environment that 
could have impacts directly on the process and its results (for 
instance floods, political change, migrations…) 
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object). However, the steps proposed can be adapted to other objects (for instance a public 

policy, a development project, a management plan, etc.). 

 

SEVEN PHASES TO DEVELOP YOUR OWN M&E 

  

We suggest 7 phases to monitor and evaluate your participatory process: 

o Defining their M&E objectives 

o Identifying indicators 

o Checking feasibility 

o Selecting M&E methods 

o Implementing M&E methods (i.e. actually collecting data) 

o Analyzing the data 

o Sharing M&E results 

  

Depending on your M&E objectives, the sequence of these phases may not be the same 

from one time to another.  
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1. Defining your M&E objectives 

 

 
 

M&E objectives are not the same than the participatory process objectives. For 

instance, a participatory process may aim at building a collective water management plan 

whereas the M&E may aim at evaluating how this planning process will change the behavior 

of the stakeholders involved. 

 

Different stakeholders may have different M&E objectives. It is important that these 

various objectives are clarified, shared and discussed. For instance, the donor financing the 

participatory process may be interested in monitoring the efficiency of the process, a 

politician may be interested in monitoring the social satisfaction produced by participation, a 

citizen may be interested in knowing what the plan will change in his/her everyday life etc. 
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2. Identifying indicators 
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3. Feasibility check 

 
 
At this stage, it is important to think about the feasibility of your M&E protocol. Depending on 

the resources available for the M&E (number of observers, , all the indicators may not be 

completed.  
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4. M&E methods 
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5. Implementation 
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6. Analysis 

  

 

CAUSALITY 

 

If your M&E objectives aim at investigating what is causing the outcomes and impacts of a 

process, you are dealing with causality. 

Causality is extremely difficult to establish. Most of the time, you will only be able to establish 

that the process contributed to observed impacts, along with other causes (hence the 

importance of monitoring the context!). A few questions that may help: 

1. Is there evidence that links the process plausibly with observed impacts? 

2. What would have happened without the process (counterfactual)? 

3. Are there alternative causes which could lead to the same impacts? 
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7. Sharing M&E results 

 

 

As coordinator of the M&E, you collect, join and analyze the various results obtained. On the other 

hand, you are not the only one interested in this information. Other stakeholders such as the 

participants themselves, donors, local elected representatives or the population might want to know 

the results of the participatory process. 

 

There are different ways to communicate these results such as Reports, Policy briefs, PowerPoints 

and presentations, Pictures / Videos, Posters or infographics, etc. Use methods adapted to the 

targeted audience.  
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How to start? 
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Tips & Tricks 
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Whoever the evaluators of the participatory process are, M&E is always subjective. It is 

therefore important to: 

 take into account the influence of the evaluator on the data that he/she collects,   

 triangulate data, and  

 make this subjectivity and diversity of point of view an advantage more than an 

obstacle. 

 

For instance if you already know the participants, it can be an advantage because they will 

speak to you with more confidence during an interview. However, for the same reason, they 

may not speak to you concerning sensitive events in which you are involved. In this case, an 

evaluator from the outside may be more appropriate to collect some information. 
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MONITORING & EVALUATING SPECIFIC IMPACTS 

Issues of interest expressed by the PCS 

During the first and second T1 training workshops in Allex and Ljubljana, PCS partners were 

able to identify what they would like to monitor and evaluate in regards to their participatory 

processes. Most of the issues of interest listed by PCS partners concerned targeted impacts. 

Partners also listed possible indicators. 

 

The following table summarizes the results of the Ljubljana T1 training session, 28-29 sept. 

2017, and of the specific provision by the Steyr PCS. Underlined elements are elements that 

are not yet measured through existing M&E instruments (PCS6, SPARE Events, etc.1). We 

concentrate on impacts and outcomes as most of the requests related to the context or the 

process are already evaluated. 

 
Participation objectives related to 

IMPACTS – OUTCOMES - OUTPUTS 

Drôme 

 

Include citizen in the waters scheme (SAGE) revision. 

Collect citizen visions for  now and future ;  

Collect citizen topics ; identify forgotten  topics or stakeholder 

Raise awareness 

Develop a common objective of the territory 

Dora 

Baltea 

 

 

Make local communities aware of water withdrawals ; planning  rules updating ( 

consequences of the next 6 months) 

Make aware stakeholder about  need and importance of involving local communities 

in withdrawal proposal and management  

Soca 

 

 

Build an interest among participants  

Selection of activities for the river  

Implementation of activities for the river   

Inn 

 

Raising awareness within  the population 

Empowerment  and Financial support of groups of youths  

                                                
1
 To see a complete list of M&E instruments already in place, please refer to T1 presentation in Zernez 

available here: NovelFileR > SPARE exchange > Meetings > 2017-10-03_05_4thPP_Meeting_Zernez 
> Presentations 
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Steyr Framing of the public participation process 

Stakeholder analysis  perception of different stakeholders on water management 

practices 

Analysis of the ESS: perception of different stakeholders on ESS  

Make interests and conflicts over the use of water visible 

Elicit and share development objectives for water management 

Increased awareness of the RepG about multiple types of ESS of the river Steyr 

Increased awareness of the general population about all types of ESS of the river 

Steyr 

Inputs on the respective ESS from stakeholders  

Evaluation/weighing of different ESS 

 

In the next table, we provide also the results of the cross-analysis of indicators made during 

the same session. 

INDICAT

ORS 
IMPACT – OUTCOMES – OUTPUTS 

Drôme  

 

Plan include inputs from citizens’ perspective 

Territorial identity based on river basin (reinforce) 

Solutions to resolve problems at watershed scale 

Synthesis of citizens’ visions and expectations 

Communication of this synthesis 

New breath 

Consequences of involving citizens 

Dora 

Baltea 

 

 

Number of local communities aware 

Who are these local communities 

Number of inhabitants informed (objective 150.000 inhabitants) 

Awareness of withdrawals rules 

New suggestions for withdrawal rules 

Soca  

 

 

to identify the level of awareness   

to increase interest of participant ;  

to know  how to plan our participatory process in the future  

to define on what we Soca foundation could operate then 
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Inn  

 

Political legitimation of participation process in the whole basin  

Possibility for communities to bring ideas to the Region 

Formal support of politicians to the support 

Number of participants in water days 

Steyr 

(self) 

- Number and content of telephone interviews,  

- Documentation: detailed reports about: Local planning of participatory process  

in PCS Upper Austria, Pre Assessment for “Which participation for the 

management of the Steyr and its tributaries, Current river management approach 

in PCS 

- Attendance lists 

- Observations (e.g. photographs) 

- Audio recordings of discussion 

- Detailed minutes of meeting 

- Number of produced or collected instances and content of (+ return rate): 

- given information on ES 

- inputs from stakeholders on ES 

- polling exercises 

- feedback questionnaires 

- Interviews 

- Newsletters 

- development objectives for water management 

- press releases and published articles 

- information packages on ESS in the survey 

- Evaluation/weighing of different ecosystem services 
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Methodological framework 

“Impact” generally refers to the changes directly, or rather indirectly, induced by the 

implementation of the project’s interventions with and for participants. Measuring it is a 

requirement to assess the actual “value” of the process which has been implemented (and 

funded by European taxpayers). 

 

These changes can expand in different dimensions, as described during the training 

through the “ENCORE” analytical framework: 

 External  changes observed outside the working groups (the “participants”) on the 

environment or other citizens. Usually these changes can be observed, but causal 

attribution (proving that this change is due to an internal project’s process) is difficult. 

Some participants can claim that there is a direct link but analytically proving it 

requires protocols which are impossible to implement. 

 Normative  changes in values (in social terms), norms, preferences among 

participants; 

 Cognitive  changes in knowledge, belief, cognition, among participants; 

 Operational  changes in participants’ actual practices, observed behaviors, ways 

of doing; 

 Relational  changes in participants’ social relationships, like dialogues on related 

topics, trust, mutual recognition; 

 Equity  changes in distribution of resources (material, like water or land, or 

immaterial, like voicing capacity, satisfaction) among participants, refers to social 

justice. 

Various monitoring methods exist for each of these dimensions, with a disciplinary 

background mainly in social sciences (except for the External environmental changes and 

some traits of the Operational dimension). 

 

Monitoring impacts has a timeframe of which choice is constrained by intrinsic contradictions: 

short term (after) measurement provides low-“polluted” results as the process still occupies 

a large part of the functional, cultural and political spectrum – but the persistence of the 

change is very questionable ; longer term assessment can demonstrate more robust 

impacts and stable changes, but attributing them to the engineered process is very 

questionable, as several other factors may have impacted meanwhile.   

 

Measuring changes requires obviously to be able to compare between an initial 

reference situation and the currently observed. Therefore 3 techniques exist: 
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1. a longitudinal analysis where for the observed group an ex-ante (before) 

assessment can be made, compared with others, one or more, later (ex-post) 

assessment; 

2. a statistical analysis using only an ex-ante assessment for the target group, with a 

comparison made with pre-existing statistical data on the general population. The 

requirement is to have access to the relevant data. In this case we measure how 

much the target group differs from the rest of the population and we assume that this 

is only due to the process (it may have been essentially different at the beginning but 

we cannot prove it anymore). Of course this is easier for a pretty large group. The 

comparison has to account for general socio-demographical indicators in the target 

group (gender, age, activity, etc), which is never perfectly statistically representative, 

and refers to similar sub-sets of the general population. This requires some serious 

statistical processing. 

3. an inter-comparison between the target group and other persons from the same 

population, who have not participated and preferably have had no links with the target 

group, or its surrounding impact. The assumption here is that this second group is in 

the situation of the target group if it hadn’t been impacted by the process. Both 

groups must be statistically similar. This method is advantageous to account for the 

impacts of other uncontrolled factors in the same territory. But it is very difficult, 

especially for “small” territories, to prove that the control group has not been indirectly 

touched by some impacts or some interactions. There are “tricks” in the protocols 

which allow to assess this partly. 

 

These 3 approaches have pros and cons, but in the context of an already ongoing 

process like SPARE there is some irreversibility. At the beginning, in the PCS actions’ 

plan, we have insisted to get sufficient initial conditions’ assessment, like through the PCS6 

questionnaire and we’ll try to maximize benefit from this. However and in the absence of 

social sciences expertise in each PCS group, the easiest approach is probably the 

third, as it essentially requires implementing a given protocol both with the participants and 

some selected non participant.  
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Challenges and proposed methods for impact monitoring 

Based on the list of topics addressed by the PCS, we propose to focus on the following 

issues. Irstea has some experience and know-how for some, but not all.  

1. Awareness of citizens and participants about the river catchment, its dynamic, 

ecosystem’ services, the institutions and regulation rules, the project’s dynamic. 

2. Interests / concerns / preferences about the river, the ecosystem services, actions 

and strategies. 

3. Feeling of identity or attachment related to the river and its environment 

4. Communication and marketing influence of the media methods and tools used 

with the population 

5. Operations, practices, actually observed in relation with the project 

6. Social mood and interaction dynamic within relational networks, conflicts, trust. 

 

We propose hereafter more detailed options’ specifications. The following elements are 

still preliminary and will need to be further discussed with PCS Partners based on 

their interest and willing to monitor them. 

 

Measuring Awareness 

“Awareness”, in the context of public policies, is essentially a specific form of knowledge 

among the general population, which satisfies the expectations of the policy makers or the 

administrations in relation with a given policy aim. It refers to a fact or a set of knowledge that 

one wants someone else to know, but with an underlined expectation that it would lead to 

new behaviors (targeted by the policy). However it should be noted here that in regards to 

knowledge there may be various levels of engagement of the individual: knowing, believing, 

endorsing, implementing. For instance one may know that some argue on water scarcity (it is 

said in the local media), while disbelieving it. Then s-he may believe there is water scarcity 

(i.e. “it’s true”), but not “endorse” it, which means that s-he doesn’t want to act in regards to 

this, e.g. by changing habits to reduce water consumption. Endorsement refers to 

preferences, norms and values, addressed below. Finally, if s-he endorses and tries to act, 

there may be practical constraints which prevent actual implementation. Ultimately s-he does 

change and produce environmental positive impact.2  

                                                
2
 This graduation can be exemplified through a current personal situation: I feel aware and I believe in 

anthropic drivers of global warming through CO2 emissions, I endorse the needs for action and I do try 
to reduce my emissions (e.g. cycling), however I still travel quite much by plane for my work which 
impacts far more than anything else in my life. A personal deep change scenario would require 
changing my whole job profile. 
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Furthermore, knowledge, hence “awareness”, is not a set of atomistic pieces of information 

that one would consider, like a large dictionary. It is a system of interrelated elements 

structured through various kinds of links: semantic similarities and categories, causal and 

truthfulness dependences, contingent belief conditions. The structure of this system is as 

important as the presence or the belief in one given element. 

 

Additionally, in the current constructivist approach used for decision and policy support, 

knowledge and awareness are not a “given”, but a procedural construct, evolving according 

to the personal history of the subject, to her/his social interactions (opinions may switch 

according to with whom one utters them). Perceived events, surrounding debates and 

asserts, even personal mood, may affect directly how and why a given system of knowledge 

is considered, endorsed, actuated.  It doesn’t mean that “truth” would be relative, but that the 

operative capacity of some knowledge can vary. The cycle from exposure to dialogue and 

actuation is critical. 

 

This all shows that the notion of “awareness” is quite entangled and our specifications must 

clarify what we aim at measuring exactly. The measuring methods will be adapted to this 

aim. 

 

We propose to consider here three methodological options, as described in the following 

table: 
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Method Approach Pros Cons 

Q
u

e
s

ti
o

n
n

a
ir

e
 

Questions are asked (paper, digital or interview) about the 

target topics in order to assess to which extent they are 

known, believed, endorsed, implemented. They can be 

explicit (e.g. “Do you agree with the following sentence: 

the fish populations are perturbed and can disappear 

when the riverbed’ rocks are displaced?” –with a scale of 

agreement-)   or implicit (e.g. “Which activities or events 

can perturb or destroy the fish populations?” or “List 

possible impacts of displacing the riverbed rocks?”). They 

can also include lists of words to rank to assess semantic 

attachments. They can also question (declared) practices, 

or social interactions. Answering can be sometimes 

collective. 

Standard 

method. Fair to 

process and 

analyze. 

Subjects are 

used to them. 

Can be self-

managed.  

Many 

dimensions can 

be addressed. 

Sensitive to 

wording 

(ambiguities) 

and 

sequences. 

Non 

procedural, non 

systemic, non 

socially 

dependent (if 

individual). 
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Participants are required to answer iteratively series of 

questions by choosing and drawing concepts’ units 

(words or short sentences) on a blank sheet. Concepts 

can be selected from a pre-given set or fully invented. 

Participants have to relate and connect them with links 

showing some types of relations they perceive. Thereby 

they draw a systemic map of their thoughts about a given 

topic. Links can express meanings like “is_a”, “is_like”, 

“is_caused_by”, “requires” or “comes_from”, “provokes”, 

etc. Concepts  can be placed anywhere or located 

according to categories. This can be made on paper or on 

computer, and it can be assisted by an interviewer. It can 

be individual or collective.  

Easy to 

animate. 

Systemic: 

concepts + 

links. Usually 

attractive for 

participants. 

Fits groups’ (cf. 

focus groups). 

Easy ante / 

post analysis.  

Feeds 

modeling 

needs. 

Less classical. 

Difficult self-

implementation: 

requires staff. 

Less open to 

complex 

narratives. Non 

procedural. 
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Participants are exposed to a simulated situation (via a 

narrative, a board model or game, or a software) and are 

required to react to it, following some given rules. It can 

proceed with different steps. The system can react to the 

participant’s actions. Process can be done individually or 

as a group, with or without dialogue. Some incentives 

(money) can be given. Behaviors are recorded and 

analyzed later.  A debriefing may be added. 

Closer to real 

life conditions. 

Connects 

emotions with 

cognition and 

action. 

Transformative. 

Expert design, 

facilitation & 

analysis. Cost. 

Difficult to 

repeat (learning 

effect). Virtual. 

Transformative. 

    

These three approaches are of increasing complexity to design and implement. However, in 

terms of expressiveness on awareness, the latter is the most powerful as it shows how 

people would react in context, including especially the impact of social interactions like 

dialogue. Cognitive mapping is less common than standard questionnaires or interview, but it 

is still quite easy to design and implement, and is efficient to capture the “structure” of 

awareness between its different dimensions, from knowing to doing. 

 

During previous partners’ meeting, a monitoring experiment (CAPP-WAG) has been 

introduced as a potential option for all PCS. It includes a 2h experiment followed by a 

questionnaire and is totally administrated by an Irstea facilitator (cf. below). 

 

In SPARE the initial design of the PCS6 questionnaire did include the principle of 

monitoring some dimension of awareness at the beginning. However it is has been applied 

anonymously and ante / post comparison can be difficult for given individuals. 

 

 Proposal: 

o Maximize benefit from PCS6 questionnaire and try to repeat some parts 

afterwards 

o Implement some cognitive mapping addressing the sensitive topics of SPARE 

and the targeted PCS needs  cf. implementation proposal below 

o (option) Use a dedicated experiment to be co-designed with Irstea  
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Measuring Concerns and Preferences 

Concerns and preferences are often mismatched with awareness, but they are essentially 

different. The latter refers to cognition, to knowledge or beliefs, whereas the formers address 

values and norms, which are an attribution, a quality, attached to a given fact or situation. 

Namely concerns and preferences should exhibit subjective attributes like “good” vs. “bad”, 

“better”, “preferred”, “important”, etc. Clearly, when someone selects some words in one list 

of a questionnaire, or states facts in response to a question, s-he activate preferences by 

framing cognition in a given direction. Knowledge expression (as a selection among a wider 

set of possible meanings) is never normatively neutral. As introduced previously, one can 

know and believe something, but disagree with it: “yes, it’s true that the river is polluted, and I 

don’t like it”. 

 

The three approaches described above for awareness have some normative dimensions. 

Concerns or preferences are usual topics for questionnaires: “for each of the following 

statements, please rank them between very important to insignificant – or very desirable to 

totally rejected”, or ranking or valuing options. Hence, measuring concerns, preferences or 

values can be done explicitly (e.g. by naming, ranking or marking), but is it often criticized as 

being disconnected from the actual decision and action process of people (i.e. too abstract).   

Therefore preference elicitation is often indirect or inferential: realistic scenarios are 

proposed and the responses inform the analyst on the interviewee’s preferences. Initial 

design requires more expertise but it is also more valuable.   

 

In experiments, it is one of the most common aim and results, as in experimental economics 

or social psychology. Participants have to choose among a set of options and do it according 

to a given context (social or environmental). 

 

For cognitive mapping methods, there are two complementary issues: 1/ the selection of 

the concepts by the person expresses a priori some concerns or preferences, but there is an 

ambiguity with non normative awareness ; 2/ it is common to ask to qualify the cognitive map 

by tagging the pre-drawn elements with colors or symbols to express importance or attached 

expectations. As such a normative layer is added on the original cognitive provision. 

 

 Proposal: some issues are already included in PCS6, and choices expressed in some 

of the participatory stages can be reinterpreted, however we propose a combined 

cognitive / normative approach with an added stage and layer on a usual cognitive 

mapping activity. 
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Measuring the feeling of Identity or River’s attachment 

This has been specifically required by Drome PCS, but others have express interest in 

similar questions, essentially the development of new forms of attachment to the river, the 

catchment and potentially its institutions. 

 

The notions of “identity”, “attachment to”, “sense of” or “bond with” a place (i.e. a river) are 

very complex (and vast) in social sciences. Based on an ongoing parallel project (Belmont 

Forum MAGIC), we propose to transfer some methods to SPARE. They are based on 

(Brown, Raymond, 2007)3 and (Haldhuy, 2008)4. The former builds their approach on 

(Williams, Vaske, 2003)5 who use “a two-dimensional scale of place attachment based on 

place identity and place dependence”. 

 

Without entering into all conceptual considerations here, we can list the following 

methodological options: 

1. get people to locate and identify on a geographical map (paper or computer) 

some key “valued” spatial & “special” places, linked with landscape attributes, 

thereafter tagged as social setting, activities, social attachment  and biophysical 

settings; 

2. organize the collection of evocated concepts’ sets attached to the place or river 

naming; 

3. collect hierarchies of attachments for given sets of place proposals,  including the 

target one and others, with a random listing posted; 

4. use various economic measurements, like willingness to pay or other contingent 

valuation techniques; 

5. interview and get a narrative about the historical link of the person with the place. 

 

  

                                                
3
 Brown, G. Raymond, C. 2007. The relationship between place attachment and 

landscape values: Toward mapping place attachment. Applied Geography 27 / 89–111 
4
 Aldhuy, J. 2008. Identities, territorialities and territorial restructuring: The Landes of Gascony, the Chalosse 

and the department. Social & Cultural Geography / Social and Cultural Geography, 2008, 9 (2), pp.237.  
5
 Williams, D. R., Vaske, J. J. 2003. The measurement of place attachment: Validity and generalisability of a 

psychometric approach. Forest Science, 49(6), 830–840. 
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Measuring Communication’ impact 

This issue addresses the impact of the communication campaigns and materials organized 

around SPARE – normally under coordination of the dedicated task. However it extends 

further to the overall communication strategy of the supporting institutions. Disconnection 

and causal attribution can be tricky as the structures did exist before SPARE, and have other 

activities outside the project. It is beyond the scope of SPARE to globally measure the 

communication efficiency of the PCS institutions. 

 

Clearly the current state of awareness and concerns are supposedly connected to the 

communication strategy, and will be measured anyway as for the previous topics (see 

above). However the acknowledgment and impact of the communication’s actions & material 

can be specifically measured. In information and communication studies (i.e. media studies) 

specific methods are used. This evaluation has to be coordinated with the Communication 

Work-Package.  

 

For this topic, actual exposure (reaching of campaigns) is to be assessed in parallel 

with the impact. So for the individuals, whereas they belong to the population or not, we 

must investigate if they have been exposed to the communication contents, what they keep 

or remember from it, and potentially if it has had an impact. This requires tracking means 

which are essentially out of reach for SPARE. 

 

It should be noted that the experimental methods addressed above for awareness include 

powerful measurement capacities to compare impact of different information and media: 

individuals and groups are exposed to different contents and their behaviors later in front of 

induced situations inform on the efficiency of these media.  

 

Measuring Operational changes 

Operational changes refer to three aspects: behaviors or practices impacting directly on 

the environment, social behaviors (indirect) and decisions. Again, accountability for 

change requires setting a longitudinal or comparative analysis. Typical examples related to 

SPARE aims are: 

 Direct : water abstraction & uses, dumping wastes & river cleaning, riverbed 

interventions (rocks’ stacking), various pollutions, water sports styles, farming 

practices,  ecosystems interventions… 
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 Indirect : engagement for the river or participation, NGO’s activism, deliberation, 

social networking related to the river ecosystems, relation with the institutions, …  

 Decision : votes and formal decisions made at various levels. 

Protocols for monitoring are essentially of 4 categories: 

1. Direct observation: the practices are directly observed by a tier, usually specialized, 

through dedicated campaigns, and using given method and tools. 

2. Declaration: persons are interviewed to assess their own practices, and potentially 

their changes through time. 

3. Indirect declaration:  persons are interviewed about others’ practices and / or 

changes. They are taken as “observers” of other persons. 

4. External assessment and secondary impact monitoring: in this case the practices 

are inferred by other sources which provide clues on actual practices (e.g. via 

sensors: a water meter informs on reduced consumptions). 

 

Quality and uncertainty on the results vary and the cross-checking (triangulation) principle 

should be adapted: e.g. indirect declarations on someone can be compared, sample of self-

declaration can be cross-checked by direct observation when it’s feasible. 

 

Measuring Social Relationships, Coalitions and Conflicts related to 

river topics 

This last category refers mainly to social network analysis and policy networks methods. 

People are questioned about their current state of relation with others, or about their 

perception of the relations between some tiers. It often starts with a so-called “name 

generator” question, like: “please consider and give the initials of the last 5 persons with 

whom you have spoken about the river in the last month”, followed by secondary questions 

about their activities, perceived tertiary relationships (how they relate to others), and existing 

conflicts or coalitions.   
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Proposed operational protocol in SPARE 

In the follow-up of previous SPARE actions, and to fit with the requirements, four actions 

can be considered : 

 

1. Based on the PCS 6 questionnaire, a given sub-set of questions can be reused, 

assuming that first respondents can be tracked back with name or email. In this case 

some selected persons could be asked to reanswer the same questions.  A 

comparison will be made to monitor the changes. If PCS6 were anonymous, then 

only a statistical comparison can be made, or additional questions can be asked 

about the self-perceived changes. 

o Optionally, groups could be sorted out for cross-comparison (see above) : 

direct participants (from the RepGrp), socially connected persons, 

disconnected persons. The latter can be used as a proxy for a longitudinal 

analysis. 
 

2. For each PCS a set of 4 to 6 specific interviews should be organized with key 

informers (PM, PG) to assess non PCS manager visions of the process and 

understand the procedural issues. 

 

3. With the support of Irstea, cognitive and functional mapping techniques can be 

set to collect similar statements from the PCS. In terms of content, the target 

elements could be: 

o Awareness of key river issues or problems 

o Awareness of drivers or causes 

o Awareness of solutions 

o Social awareness and social perception 

o Project related awareness 

They should be reprocessed and assigned to each case study.  
 

This could be implemented by a group of trained observers, interns, as described below. 

Secondary processing (after translation) will be made by T1, and results will be sent back to 

local participants. 

To facilitate this process, Irstea proposes to support, train and manage a group of local 

MSc interns, speaking the local language, and able to implement the protocol, pre-process 

the data and participate to the final processing for the needs of their thesis. There could be 

one per PCS or some to be shared if language issues could be tackled. This would require 

each PCS to recruit her / him in the next weeks. Irstea will ensure due supervision. 


